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The Asymptotic Behaviour of Coefficients of Powers of Certain 
Generating Functions 
A. MEIR AND J. W. MOON 
We investigate the asymptotic behaviour of the coefficients in powers of generating functions 
y(x) that satisfy a relation of the form y = xtp(y) . 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Y = ~r Ynxn denote a generating function that satisfies a relation of the form 
Y =xq>(y), (1.1) 
where q>(t) = 1 + ~r cmtm is a regular function of t when It I < R :s:; 00. Let Ynk denote the 
coefficient of xn in yk(x) for k = 1, 2, ... so that yk(x) = ~; YnkXn. Such generating 
functions Y arise, for example, when enumerating certain families of rooted trees. 
When Yn represents the number of trees Tn with n nodes that belong to such a family 
~, then Ynk represents the number of forests consisting of an ordered collection of k 
trees from ~ having a total of n nodes. 
If the function q>(t) satisfies certain conditions (to be specified presently), then 
Yn -c· (q>(1:)/1:t· n-~ (1.2) 
as n~oo, where 1:q>'(1:) = q>(1:) and c = (q>(1:)/2nq>"(1:»!; see, e.g., [8] or [19]. 
Sometimes one needs information about the coefficients Ynk in order to determine the 
behaviour of some parameter defined for trees in a family ~; examples of such 
problems may be found in [7,10,11,13,19]. It is not difficult to show [9,12,19] that 
for fixed values of k 
(1.3) 
as n~ 00. Steyaert and FIajolet [19], in the course of an~sing a pattern-matching 
algorithm for trees, showed that (1.3) still holds if k:s:; V n/log3 n as k, n ~ 00. Our 
object here is to determine the asymptotic behaviour of Ynk when k = an + An! + o(n!) 
as n ~ 00, where O:s:; a:S:; 1. Before stating our main result we remark that we shall 
assume throughout that the function q>(t) = 1 + ~r cmtm satisfies the · following 
conditions: 
(i) cm ;;. 0 for m ;;.1; 
(ii) gcd{m: Cm > O} = 1; and 
(iii) 1:q>'( 1:) = q>( 1:) for some 1: where 0 < 1: < R. 
THEOREM. Let a and A denote constants such that O:S:; a < 1 and IAI < 00. If 
k = an + An! + o(n!) as n ~ 00, then 
Ynk - (2nA)-!. e-A2/2A • krJk(q>(rJ)/rJt . n- l , (1.4) 
where 
(1.5) 
and 
A = rJ2q>"(rJ)/q>(rJ) + a(1- a). (1.6) 
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REMARK. If condition (ii) does not hold and gcd{m: Cm > O} = d > 1 then Ynk = 0 if 
n =i= k(mod d). If n == k(mod d) then relation (1.4) still holds provided that the 
right-hand side is multiplied by d. This follows by a slight modification of the argument 
we shall present for the case when d = 1. 
We note that (1.4) reduces to (1.2) when k = 1 (and a = A = 0); and that (1.4) 
implies the validity of (1.3) when k = o(n!) as k, n 4 00. We also observe that it follows 
from conditions (i) and (iii) that the function f(t) = up'(t)/qJ(t) is strictly increasing 
when 0.:;; t < R; moreover,f(O) = 0 and fCr) = 1. Thus the number." defined by (1.5) 
as satisfying the equation f (.,,) = 1 - a certainly exists, is unique, and 0 < ." .:;; 'E'. 
Furthermore, it follows from (iii) that CI > 0 for some I ~ 2; hence qJ"(.,,) > 0 and, 
consequently, A > O. 
We shall establish some preliminary results in Section 2 before giving the proof of 
our main result in Section 3. Finally, we shall give examples of some applications of 
(1.4) in Section 4. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In the proof of our main result we shall need an upper bound for IqJ(rei~/qJ(r)1 in 
terms of 0. Several authors have given and used such a bound, but the arguments given 
often involve assumptions or considerations that do not apply here; see, e.g. [8; p. 
l004J, [19; p. 38], or [16; p. 305-306). For the sake of completeness we shall include a 
derivation, based upon the following geometric inequality, that covers all cases where 
qJ(t) satisfies conditions (i) and (ii). 
LEMMA 1. Let 'Je denote a finite set of positive integers such that gcd{h: h E 'Je} = 1 
and let sIl = {ah: hE 'Je} be a set of positive constants. Then there exists a positive 
number B = B( 'Je, sIl) such that 
11 + L aheih91.:;; 1 + L ah - B02 
for every 0 E [-1f, 1f J, where the sums are over all h E 'Je. 
(2.1) 
PROOF. For notational convenience let A = E ah and z = E aheih9/A. Then Izl.:;; 1 
and 
This implies that 
11 +AzI2= 1 +2A Rez +A21z12 
.:;; 1 + 2A Re z + A 2 
= (1 + A)2 - 2A Re(1 - z) 
.:;; {(I + A) - A(1 + A)-I. Re(l- Z)}2. 
11 + L aheih81.:;; (1 + A) - (1 + A)-I. L ah(l- cos(hO» 
~ 1 + L ah - CIL sin20 hO), 
where C1 = 2(1 + A)-I. min ah' 
(2.2) 
Now gcd{h: h E 'Je} = 1, so there exists a set of integers {Nh: hE 'Je} such that 
1 = E Nh . h. Consequently, 
IsinO 0)1 = ISin( L Nh ·1 hO) I.:;; L INhl . IsinO hO)1 
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for any 0 E [-:r, :r], since Isin(p + r)l.;;; Isin PI + Isin rl. It follows, therefore, that 
(2.3) 
upon appealing to Cauchy's inequality and the fact that Isin PI;a. 2IPI/:r when IPI.;;;!:r. 
When we combine (2.2) and (2.3) we obtain the required inequality (2.1) with 
B = Cl(:r2~ N~)-l. . 0 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that <p(t) satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) and that 0 < r < R. Then 
there exists a positive constant Q = Q.,,(r) such that 
1<p(rei~I';;; <p(r)e-QB2 (2.4) 
for every 0 E [-:r, :r]. 
PROOF. It is not difficult to see that condition (ii) implies that there exists a finite set 
'Ie of positive integers such that gcd {h: h E 'Ie} = 1 and Ch > 0 for h E 'Ie. Let 
<p(t) = <Pl(t) + <P2(t), where 
heK 
Then it follows from Lemma 1 with ah = Chrh that 
1<p(rei~I';;; I <Pl(reiB)1 + 1<p2(rei~1 
.;;; (<Pl(r) - B02) + <P2(r) 
= <p(r) - B02. 
This implies the required result with Q = B/<p(r). 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 
o 
Let C€n{f(z)} denote the coefficient of zn in the power series expansion of the 
function f(z). Since x = y/<p(y), it follows from Lagrange's inversion formula [2; p. 
148] that 
Hence 
Ynk = ~ f <pn(y). yk-n-l dy 
2:rnl Jc 
(3.1) 
by Cauchy's theorem, where C is a contour around the origin in the y-plane within the 
region of regularity of the function <p(y). We choose C to be the circle Iyl = 71 so that 
k k-n n( ) i1f {<P( 71ei~}n ikB dO Ynk = 2:rrn . 71 <P 71 . -1f <p( 71 )eiB . e. (3.2) 
If we expand the function log <p(y) about the point y = 71 and then let y = 71eiB and 
simplify, recalling relations (1.5) and (1.6), we find that 
log <p(71ei~ = log <p(n) + 71:~~;). (eiB -1) 
+ ! 712{ <p"( 71)<P( 71) - (<P'(71 »2} . (eiB _ 1)2 + O(leiB _ 113) 
<P2(71) 
= log <P(71) + (1- «)iO - !A02 + 0'(1013 ) 
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for sufficiently small values of 8. Consequently, if we let 
G
n
(8) = {qJ("ei~)}" . eikfJ, 
cp(" )e'fJ 
then 
when 8 is small. 
(3.3) 
We now set 8 = sn -~ in these relations and introduce the function F" (s) defined by 
( ) = {Gn(sn-~), if lsi ~ .nn~; 
F" s 0, if lsi > .nn~. 
Then equation (3.2) can be rewritten as 
Ynk = (2.n)-1 . kn -~ . "k-"cp"(,,) LOoo F,,(s) ds. 
Since (k - an)· n-L~). as n~oo, it follows from (3 .3) that 
lim F,,(s) = eiAs-~As2 
,,_00 
for every fixed value of s. Furthennore, Lemma 2 implies that 
1F,,(s)1 ~ e-Qs2 
(3.4) 
for all nand s, so the conditions of Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem [20; p. 
291J hold. We may therefore conclude that 
!~ f:oo F,,(s) ds = Loooo e-!As 2+iAs ds 
-}.2/2A A-~loo -!u2 d 
=e . e u 
-00 
= (2.nIA)~' e-}.212A • (3.5) 
The required asymptotic expression for Y"k now follows from (3.4) and (3.5) . 
We emphasize that the foregoing derivation of (1.4) was based upon a straightfor-
ward application of the dominated convergence theorem. The result can also be 
deduced by a suitable application of a local limit theorem [4; p. 233J for sums of 
independent identically distributed random variables. (We are indebted to Professor B. 
Pittel for suggesting this possibility to us.) We remark that by a more refined version of 
the above argument we can show that if k = an + o(n~), then 
Y"k = (2.nA)-~ . k"k . (cp(")/,,t . n-~{ 1 + O(k - :)2 + 1) }, 
where the constant implicit in the error term is independent of k or n for any given 
value of a, provided that 0 ~ a < 1. 
4. SOME EXAMPLES 
We conclude by illustrating relation (1.4) on three examples. In the first two 
examples it is possible to obtain an explicit closed formula for Y"k from which the 
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asymptotic behaviour of Ynk can be deduced directly; but this does not seem to be the 
case in the third example. 
Let tp(t) = et so that Y satisfies the relation Y = xe". Then y(x) is the generating 
function for the family ofrooted labelled trees [5; p. 23] and it follows (see [2; p. 148]) 
from (3.1) that 
k 
Ynk = - <t6'n-k{ eny} 
n 
= knn- k- 1/(n - k)!. (4.1) 
References to several other derivations of this formula may be found, for example, in 
[14]. If k = an + An! + o(n!) then it is not difficult to deduce that 
Ynk ~ (2n)-!kn-~e-!·1,2/(I-a). (1- al-n-!e(l-a)n. (4.2) 
This agrees with relation (1.4) with tp(t) = et and TJ = A == 1 - a. 
Now let tp(t)=(1-t)-1 so thaty satisfies the relationy=x(1-y)-l. Theny(x) is 
the generating function for the family of rooted plane trees [5; p. 67], and it follows 
(see [2; 'p. 164]) from (3.1) that 
Ynk = ~ <t6'n-k{(1- y)-n} 
n 
= ~ (2n - k - 1). 
n n-1 (4.3) 
In this case we find that if k = an + An! + o(n!), then 
Ynk ~ (2n(1 - £1')(2 - a»-!kn- ' . exp{ -! A2/(1 - £1')(2 - a)} . - a . (2 - at. ( 2 )n-k 1- a 
(4.4) 
This agrees with relation (1.4) with tp(t) = (1- t)-I, TJ = (1- £1')/(2 - a) and A = 
(1- £1')(2 - a). 
Finally, consider the generating function P(x) = r.~ Pnxn In! and pk(x)/k! = 
r. PnkXn /n!, where P = P(x) satisfies the relation 
2P=eP +x-1. 
This can be rewritten as P = xtp(P), where 
t 
tp(t) = = {1- (et -1- t)/t} -1. 
1 + 2t - et (4.5) 
The function P(x) enumerates the solutions to Schroder's fourth problem [18J; that is, 
Pn is the number of ways of bracketing a product of n different symbols when any 
number of symbols may be included within a given pair of brackets and the order of 
the symbols is not taken into account. The different types of bracketing possible when 
n = 4 and the number of bracketings of each type (when the labels of the symbols are 
taken into account) are indicated in Table 1. From this we see that P4 = 26. In this 
context the coefficient Pnk represents the number of bracketings in which the outer pair 
of brackets encloses a product of k factors for 2:0::; k:o::; n; thus P44 = 1, P43 = 6 and 
P42 = 19. 
The coefficient Pn also equals the number of essentially parallel series-parallel 
networks with n labelled edges [6J; and when 2:0::; k:o::; n the coefficient Pnk is the number 
of these essentially parallel networks formed by joining in parallel k components each 
of which is an essentially series network or the trivial network with a single edge. 
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TABLE l. 
Bracketing Number 
(abed) 1 
(ab(ed» 6 
(a(bed» 4 
(a(b(ed))) 12 
«ab )(ed» 3 
(When n;;;.: 2 the words 'parallel' and 'series' can be interchanged in the preceding 
sentence by duality.) 
Furthermore, the coefficient Pn also equals the number of phylogenetic trees of a 
certain type [3], namely, the number of rooted trees with n labelled terminal nodes 
such that all interior nodes have out-degree at least two; the interior nodes are not 
labelled and the order of the branches at the different interior nodes is not taken into 
account. When 2:,,;; k :,,;; n the coefficient Pnk is the number of these trees in which the 
root has out-degree k (i.e. the common ancestor has k offspring). 
Additional material and references on these three sets of objects may be found, for 
example, in [15] and [17]. In particular, tables of values of the numbers Pnk have been 
given by Comtet [1,2] and Foulds and Robinson [3]; and tables and recurrence 
relations for the numbers Pnk have been given by Riordon [17; p. 13]. It is not difficult 
to see that the function q;(t) in (4.1) satisfies assumptions (i)-(iii) with r = In 2. Since 
q;(r)/r = 1/ln(4/e) in this case, it follows from (1.2) or (1.4) that 
Pn/n! -! (In(4/e)/Jr)!· n-~· (1/ln(4/e)t - (0.175· . ·)(2.588· . ·t . n-~ (4.6) 
or that 
Pn - (0.439· . ·)nn-l(0.952· . ·t 
as n-HXJ. This result has been established by Comtet [1] and by Foulds and Robinson 
[3]. 
There does not seem to be any convenient closed expression known for Pnk. To 
illustrate relation (1.4) here we shall consider the cases when k = ~ n, k = ! n, and 
k = ~ n (and assume that n approaches infinity through multiples of 4 or 2 as the case 
may be). When a = ~ we find that TJ = 0.6124· .. and that 
Pnk - ;: (0.078· .. )(2. 328· .. t . n -! - (0.156· .. )(1. 555· .. t . n In-!. 
When a = ! we find that TJ = ! and that 
Pnk - ;: (0.207·· ·)(2.012···t· n-! - (0.293·· ·)(1.726···t· n!n-!. 
And finally, when a = ~ we find that TJ = 0.3273· .. and that 
n! 
Pnk - k! (0.492· . ·)(1.618· . ·t . n-! - (0.569· . ·)(1·563· . f . n~n-!. 
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